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REPORT ON

PREF A CE
The studies reported here were undertaken as part of a
wider environmental feasibility study for the establishment
of a modern sewage system in Freetown. In aim of this part of
the study was to determine whether the hydrological regime
of the Sierra Leone River estuary would permit the large-
scale introduction of sewage into the estuary without damaging
the environment. The important factors were whether
there would be sufficient dilution of the sewage
fleatable particles or other substances would create
significant adverse effects in the estuarine ecosystem.
Our results would suggest that at certain points where
local circulations occur it would be inadvisable to locate
untreated sewage outfalls. Such points are frequently observed
in small embayments.
These studies have been of short duration but the data
would serve as baseline for more extended investigations which
would give a more complete picture of the seasonal patterns
in the estuary.
D.E.B. Chaytor
Director
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INTRODUCTION
The Sierra Leone River Estuary is a tidal estuary of the semi-mixed
type with the saline oceanic water entering it on a diur cycle. Most
of it is shallow except for a deep channel whtch passes close to the
Freetown shoreline.
The climate. of Sierra Leone is marked by a very distinCt che
between a very wet rainy season omd a dry season. The rainfall pattern
comprises the conventional thunderstorm rains of the early and late
wet season, mainly related to disturbance lines moving from east to west
across the country, and the steady monsoonal rains of the main wet season;
roughly from mid-June to late September, moving into the Country from the
south-west off the Equatorial Atlantic.
The volume of fresh water entering the Estuary is large during the
rainy season and greatly reduced during the dry season. Consequently
there is a marked fall in salinity during the rainy season and higher
salinities prevail during the dry season. The tidal range of the Estuary
(spring: 3,03m7 neap: 2.23m) does not impede normal use of the Freetown
harbour. The tidal variations can be felt as far as 42 miles inland
along the water courses of the Sierra Leone River and its tributaries.
The nature of the shores and bottom, the hydrography and chemistry
of the estuarine system in relation-to-the'prevailing cliMatic conditions
have been reviewed by Findlay in 1918 (see appendix for review paper).
The City of Freetown is largely unsewared. There are many short
sewer lines which discharge directly into the Estuary. Nearly all of
them have a rea-wall discharge point with the exception of the Kingtom
outfall which is submarine and th-e Queen Elizabeth II Quay collecting
system which discharsecT close tö the shoreline at Cline Point. Au the
sewer discharge untreated sewase and with the exception of that at
Government Wharf the volume of discharge is relatively small,
Along the northern snore of the Freetown Peninsula are located some
of the majo industries as well as the Queen Elisabeth II Quay which is
at the eastern extremity of the harbour. The industries include the
Kissy Oil ReOinery Terminal, the Sierra Fishing Company also at Kissy,
the Wellington Distilleries and Brewery All of them discharge raw or
partially treated waste waters directly into the Estuary.
The proposal to construct a sewerage system for Freetown and
Greater Freetown has necessitated a study of the existing chemical
and bacteriological conditions of the water and sediments in the vicinity.
of the sewAge outfalls at Murray Town, Kingtom, Government Wharf and
Cline Point (Fig. 10).
Water samples were collected from the outfall sites for the
following chemioal analyses - Dissolved oxygen content, biological oxygen
demand and the concentrations of chloride, nitrate, nitrite, phosphate
and ammonium. Other analyses made were for total suspended solide and
total and faecal coliforms.
2. DESCRIPTION OF OUTFALL SITES
The locations of the four (4) outfall ites along the shores of
the Sierra Leone River Estuary are'shown in Fig. I. The Shores along
the Freetown mainland are mainly of lateritic headlands projecting into
the Estuary. These headlands alternate with bays where the nature of
the soil (either clay or an agglomerate of sand and pebbles) appear to
be weak to resist marine erosion. Numerous streams which show a clear
seasonal fluctuation in their discharge drain the Freetown Peninsula
into the bays.'
The positions of the outfalls investigated with respect to their
location on the headlands and bays on the northern shore of the Freetown
Peninsula are shown in Fig. 2. Outfall No.1 is situated immediately
west of Cline Point which is a lateritio headland. The effluent pipe
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stands about 005m above high water mark at neap tide among rocks of
gabbro which were deposited there during the construction of the Queen
Elizabeth II Quay. The movement of currents at this site appears to be
upstream when the tide is running out (that is at low tide) and upstream
again at high tide. This indicates that the outfall is in a sheltered
location where the exchange of water between that trapped in the Queen
Elizabeth ,II Quay and the main estuary water is very smaU© Intense
mixing of these two bodies of water appears to take place about 00
upstream immediately opposite the Cline Point headland* The depth of
the water at approximately 10m offshore from the outran varies from
about 005m at low tide to 200m at high water neaps. It gradually
increases to about 20m approximately 100m away from the outfall ite.
The deep channel of the Estuary (Fig01) with a depth v ing between
25 and 30m lies approximately 250m north of the outf site.
Outfall 1'To02 at Government Wharf stands about 1.5ffi aboye surface
water at high water neaps. The sewage effluent pipe is about 2.0m
underneath the floor of Pier No, 1. This pier is about 0.2km west of
the Falcon Bridge headland which is also lateritic but contains some
outcrops of gabbro that extend 10 to 20m into the estuary water.
Immediately west of the pier is Kroo Bay. The area is greatly affected
by water coming from Kroo Bay especially at low tide. The quality of
this water appears to be extremely poor being heavily loaded with debris
and detritus and a lot of plastics, piassava and empty tin cans. VerY
little or no mixing appears to take place between the bay water and the
estuary water except in the area immediately opposite the Falcon Bridge
headland. Front-lines separating the bay water from the main estuary
water are clearly visible on the water surface around the area. Floating
tin cans, bamboo, pieces of sticks and detritus clearly demarcate the
front-lines. Usually, the bay water is pale brown or ye/low aad murky
while the estuary water is green or blue. These front-lines migrate
inshore and offshore depending on the state of the tideu At low tide,
the bay water extends to about 50 to 100m offshore but at high tide
this tore reduces to about 5 to 10m from the shore at the outfall site
The depth of the water 10m from the outfall varies from about 2.5m at
low tide to about 5m at high tide neapse This increases to about 8 to
11m and 14 to 17m at 50 and 100m offshore respectivelye
The shore of the Kingtom Peninsula, the northern end of which
outfall No 3 is located (Fig.2), is composed mainly of sand with outcrops
of gabbro and latente that extend 5 to 10m into the estuary water The
sewa e effluent pipe, leading from a septic tank on the shore, dips and
extends about 3m into the estuary water. The outfall lies in a sheltered
area to the east of which is a smaller headland on which the Sierra Leone
Electricity Power Station is sited. The nature of the currents affecting
this area appear to be extremely complex since the Peninsula lies between
Kroo Bay on the east and Whiteman's Bay on the West (Fig.2). The
exchange of water between the two bays in probably more pronounced than
between the bay water and the estuary water. Clearly visible front-
lines indioate where bay waters separate from estuary water* At low
tide, the movement of water is more in an upstream direction with anti-
clockwise circulation within the bays. Some amount of exchange of water
between the two bays seems to take place during this state of the tide.
The reverse trend however appears to take place at high tide when the
circulation of water in the by s is more or less clockwise with little
or no exchange. It is suggested that the area in which Noe3 cutfall is
sited is a "dead spot", with hardly any mOv:eirient of water during high
tide. The depth of the water at this outran varies from '203m about
1061eAffshore aad about 9 to 11m and 15 to 17m at -50m aid 10014 offshore
I
reepeotively°
Oatfall No.4 is sited east of the Murray Town headland which ie
mainly composed of gabbro. It stands about 3m above surface water at
high water neaps. Mixing of the water at thia site apeare to be more
intense at low tide than at high tide. At high tide howeverv the water
passing this point flows into Whiteman'a Bay (Fige2)0 Frontlinee9 quite
common at outfalla 2 and 3 are lees evident here - probably a consequence
of the intenSe mixing which takee place at the mouth of the Eetuarye
The depth of the water at this aite varies from about 245M onehore to
about 17 to 19m approximately 100m offshore from the outfalle
SAMPLING.STATIONS AND SAMPLING REGIME3. 6s1.11Maraiasssnages% aralatrereersfffro...ssearyssza., ¡NAN
Sea water samples for chemical analysis were collected from the
four (4) outfall edtes at various tidal regimes using an inflatable
rubber dinghy powered by a 40 HP outboard enginee Cruisee, which lasted
for about 5 to 6 hrs were arranged such that on a sampling date if outfalls
N0.1 or 4 was sampled at high tide the intermediate outfalls were sub-
sequently sampled serially until No.4 or 1,w5 eventually sampled at
low tide.
Two fixed stations (B and G) were sited 50m aud 100m offshore at
eaoh outfall site (Fig. 2). The "A" stations were fixed on every occasion
according to the state of the tide4 being 561 offshore at high tide or
10m at low tide. The samples for chemical analyses were taken at each
hydrographic stat ion from the surface and bottom and at-mid-water,
except at the "A" stations where the depth of the water did not warrant
the collection of mid-water samples. The depth of the water at each
station varied according to the state of the tide. It never exceeded
500m at any of the "A" stationa. At the "B" and "C" stations, the depth
ranged from 6 to 20m and 14 to 20m respeotive1y,, Mid.water samplee were
then col/ected after, recording the depth of the watere
Viater temperature and salinity observations during sampling were
carried out ueing an 11005 Temperature/Salinity Bridge manufaotured by
the National Institute of Oceanography, Great Britaine Obeervations
on. the, two factors were made at each station at the surface and at 1.0m
depth intervals until the bottom was struck. Changeo in the water with
reference to curren Velocity and direction, occurrence of front-lines,
,and water quality were routinely observed and recorded.
All sea water samples for Chemical determinations were taken
using a Van Don sampler with a holding capacity of approximately 10ii
Surface water samples were taken at 0.5m depth. Afterwards, the sampler,
weighted with a 4.0kg metal pieee of iron, was then dropped to the bottom
and the depth of the water noted. Bottom water samples' were theu taken
lm above the bottom. The depth recorded was then halved, after which
mid-water samples were then taken.
Water samples for dieeelved oxygen and B0 D determinations were
taken from the Van Don sampler before drawing water for any other
analyses. Care was taken to avoid contamination of the sample with
outside air by introducing the water into 250m1 B O D bottles by means
of A rubber tube touching the bottom and flushed three times. Each
sample for dissolved okygen determination was immediately treated with
1.0m1 manganese sulphate and 100m1 of a mixed reagent of potassium
iodide and sodium hydroxide and kept in an insulated ice bc5x.
Sea water samples for the determination of chloride, nitrate,
nitrite, phosphate and ammonium concentrations were stored in 11 plastic
bottles and kept in a cool place.
Samples for total and feacal coliform counts were collected in
250m1 glass stoppered bottles and kept in the insulated ice box. Again,
water samples for the determination of heavy etal concentrations were
9stored in glass stoppered bottles and kept in a cool place onboard.
Bottomrpud samples were taken with a Van Essen grab sampler having
an holding capacity of 21. Samples so collected were stored in about
41 capacity plastic packets.
k0 METHODS OF ANALYSIS
Tempauture - - was determinedusing a salinity and
temperature peasuring bridge 5 type MCO5 desi ed by the National
Institute of Oceanography, U.K. With thig instrument in situ. measurements
can be .made.,:.
Dissolved o7cNsm- A modific.atiOn of the classical Winkler
procedure dedescz.ibed by Strickland and Parsons (1968) was used
routinely. Duplicate tests were fixed,in'the field and 100mi. titrateU
-
as soon as possible on.return to the laboratory.
Craoride -'wan dstermined from salinity measurements with the
4C.5 bridge Or from determinations of salinity .by the' microtitration
method of Kane (1951).
Nitrate - NitmEza - The determination is based on Strickland &
Parson's (1968) combination of the methods of Grasshoff (1964) and
Wood et.al» (1967). In it about 95% of the nitrate is reduced to
nitrite by passing the sample after treatment with an ammonium chloride
buffer, through a colvrIn containing cadmium - copper filings. The
nitrite is then dete:mfned by the method of Bendschneider 6 Robinson
(1952)m
Nitrite nitzlómeal-'orhe determination is based on Shinn's (1941)
modification of the classical Greiss Ilosvay method as adapted for
sea water analysis by Bendschneider & Robinson (1952).
Ammo4r. - The determination is based on the modified
Koroleff method (1969) in which ammonia reacts with sodium hypochlorite
and phenol in an,alkaline medium in the presence of catalYti'd amountm
10
oE sodium aitroprusside to give indaphenol Unet9 au intensely coloured
co'ipoundo iodium citrate is added to prevent the precipitation of
lesium hydroxide from the osa water (Solerzanov 1969).
Einegplalw!lenhorus - The determination is based on the
modified singIe solution method.of Murphy & Riley (1962) in whieh.tiie
sz,ple is treated with an acidic reagent containing molybdate2 ascorbio
acid and antimony III.
Zertaeuund,oli Replicate samples of water are tiltered
through 'a,Whatman kroo2 filter,paper and the retained dried matter i$
determined by weighingw
Total Coliform ...The determination is based on the MPH Method
using a modified formate lactose glutamate medium as recommended by
PHLS Standing Committee on the 'bacteriological examination of water
supplies (1969).
o he determitatiOn is made using.,brilliaat
green lactose bile brdthii The methods for tOtal and faecal coliforms
deterMindtion are described in teport No071; The bacteriological
eXamination Of water supplieal published by 1ßfS01, London fer fhe
DepartMent of Health & Sodiai Sedurity (1969)o
3 LTS
.Batteriolodra
The probable number of total and faecal coliforMs for the various
outfall stations.are given in Table lA & Bo Faecal eoliforms were
found in-every sample takeno The numbers were usually greater in the
bottom layera than in the surface layers and also nearer the point of
diacharge than away from them except at Outfall No stationso Gross
pollution from colitorms was found at ihe GovernMent Wharf eutfall and
11
TABI4 lA
Total OolifOrmepr It I
ODTFALL STATIONS
1 Date Surface Bottom Surface Botts= SUrface Bottom
22/4 110 8 25
5/5 80 80
13/5 350 350 50 140 110 90
2
ag/4 # * 35
5/5
7/5 550 i8oÓs 6
15/5 1800+ 1800+ ;or,
3
29/4 35 110 -250 350 170 8o
7/5 900 1600 550 350 350 20
13
4
Date
a2/4
5/5
13/5
a2/4
5/5
7/5
13/5
29/4
7/5
Surface
17
17
170
1800+
1800+
1800+
5
350
A
tom
80
130
1600
7
Surface
2
17
170
14
250
Bottom
2
70
35
1800+
80
170
Surface
35
900
14
110
Bottom
4
TABLZ 1U
raecal Ociiforms per 10011
OtITTALI, STATIONS
TABLE: 2
Salinity9 9bo
OUTFALL STATIONS
Date
A
Sinta09 Bottom Surface Bottom Sueace Bottom
18/4 33.76 34.7 33.19 33.19
22/4 33.42 33.54 33.35 34.25
25/4 34065 34465 34.35 34.55
7/5 32.75 32685 32.40 32.90
13/5 29.2 29.2 29.2 29.2 29.00 29.00
2
22/4. 340.0 34.75 34.75 34,75
25/4 - 34.25 34.85
29/4 33.35 33.4
33.530 .33.4
33.5
7/5 33.2 33.4 33.15 33.65 33.1 33.6
13/5 30.9 31.0 30.2 30.7 3900 30,5
3
22/4 34.8 34.7 35.2
29/4 33.56 33.57 33.55 33..56 33.56 33.56
7/5 33.15 33.6 33.0 33.45 33.05 33.65
13/5 31.0 31.0 30.7 30.0 30.5' 30.7
22P+' 34.49 35.15
29/4 33.56 35.55 33.57 33.55 33.51
7/5 33.1 33.2 33.3 33.55 33.45 33.65
13/5 30.5 30.5 30.6 30.6 30.6 30.6
TABLE 3
Temperature o
ouTrALL STATIONS
Surface Bottom.' SurfACe- Bott* ftrface :Bottom
18/4 27621 ,27.25 27,00
22/4, 2908, 2904 290k 29090'
25/4, 28,68 28.6, 292, 29,00
7/5 294 29,8, .39, 9..!áp0
22/4 29.0t 28. a.?
1345 304. 30,4. 304, 30.6 30,4 30,2
25/4 28.8 28.4c 28,8 28.4 28.4
29/4 29.0 28.6. 28..e 28.6 29.0
7/5 29,0' 28e9. 29.4V 2808 29.4 28.8
2214 2900 29.0 28.6
3040( 2906 29.8:, 29,6 2908 29,6
29/4 28.2 28.2 2802 28g 28.2 28.1
7/5 2905 29,0 .00 28.7 29.2 28.7
13/5 29.8 2907 291,4 29.5 29.6 29.5
- 4
22/4 29.4 2800:
29/4 2802 28,25 28.2 28.2 28.2
7/5 29,0 28.7e 28.9 28,8 28.9 28.8
13/5 29.4 29,4 29.4', 29.2 29.4 29.2
15
slightly so at the M y To Outfall at all states of the tide*
Pollution was not heavy at the other two"outfalls - probably a consequence
of their design and disch ge ch asteristics*
rainy sea 4-14:
L
,4.
Salinity and temperature of the situ water 1-4-11
the period of investigation (Table 2 & 3)* By mf.c e Unity dloppe
slightly due to the dilution of the estuary water by -off from the
land . a consequence of the first squalls which m' ar the st of the
n* The chloride content (Table 4) is related to the salinity
and there is no evidence of sewage contribut.:, to its concentration*
The dissolved oxy n concentration (Table 5) is high at all deptbs
at all states of the tide*
obse ed* This feature of the est
Watts (1958) and Leigh (1973)*
y on a feW occasions was
The biochemical Oxygen dot; d of the estuary water indicates that
it is of fair4 good quality (Table 6)* It is probable that at the point
of discharge (the shoreline which is roCky) the liquid of the sewage
rapidly becomes diluted and dispersed whereas the solid part becomes
hetd in suspension in the tidal currents Which flow into the nearby
bays where they become broken up and dispersed* The lOw Concentration
of total suspended solide (Table 71 appears to support the idea of rapid
diltition and diaper Of the Sew e
The data for nitrate - nitrogen, nitrite . nitrogen, amonia
nitrogen and phosphate - phosphorus are given in Tables 8-11*
The nitrate - nitrogen and nitrite - nitrogen values were hi-h
at Outfall No*2 t at any of the others* At Outfall No*2 it C3-
dersaturation
y water has also been recorded by
at dfie MOVed a4i4froth fid '8i6Ìd4160 With depthi At the Other
16
TABLE 4
Chloride Coutea o/clo at 25oC
OUlkALL STATIONS
Surface BóttOm Surface Bottom
18.78 18.78
18.87 19.39'
19.45 19.57.
18.32 18.61
16.47 16.47 13.36 16.36
19.68 19.68
19.74
18.67 18.89 18.96
18.75 19.04 18.72 19.01
17.05 17.34 16.95 17.22
19,65 19.94
10.99 T.18099 18.99 18.99
18.67 19.01 18,69 19,04
173k 17.45 17022 17.34
18.99 18.99 18.96
4,84 18,99 ' H8.93 19,04
'1722 17028 17.28 17028
1 Date Surface Bottom
18/4 1912. 19065
22,4 18.91 18098
25/4 1962. 19.62
7/5 18.52 1&58
13/5 16.47 16.47
2
22/4 19,62 1968.
25/4 19.39
29/4 18.87 18.89
7/5 18,78 18.89
13/5 174,45 17.51
3
22/4 19.71
29/4 18099 18,99
5/5
13/5
18.75,
17.51
18.93
17.51
4
22/4 19.53 19.91
29/4 18.99 4.15
7/5 18,72 18.78
13/5 17.22 17.22
17
TABLE 3
Diesolved 0xYge4 % saturation
=FALL STATIONS
1 Date
A
Surfac Bottom
13
Surface Bottof
0
Ourfa,c4 ' Bottom
18/4 127,67 132,04 121,68 113.52
22/4- 150.99_ 147,82 69,74
25/4 122.33 141.31 140.77
7/5 137.29 15240
13/5 116.55 114.32 100.98 112.09 133011 116096
2
22/4 138.70 131.02 134.89
25/4 104.15 103,73 126.51 126.31 135026
204. 1330j2 141,36
7/5 124.89 142.12 143,11 139.91 136.32 96.91
13/5 90.52 132.81 98.97 107.89 130.29 128.06
3
22/4 136,51 136.63 136.14
25/4
7/5
129.45
129,74
130.56
135.62
131.67
143.67
127.24,,
110.32
131.67
146.89
135.94
135.14
13/5 121.97 98,43 108.13 107.73 101,11 133.21
4
22/k 107,71 100,13
29/4 138.30 135.68 137.23 136.69 137.17
,7/5 151.07 138.15 101.54 137.61 136.49 109.47
13/5 116.19 134.15 110.64 89.19 126.49 132.80
6Biochemice:i Oxygen DeMond. Cmg/9:
OUTFALL STATIONS
le
Date ''SUrfee Bottom Surface Bottom Surface Bottom
18/4 3019 .2,34 .1.57 10048 '
22/4 3.22 :1,047
'25/4 1.61 0096 2.62
5/5 1.24 1.29 ,o.o8 0.63 1,39
7/5 1026 9,65
9/5 1.91 3.61 o.8o 4.94 1.61 2,02
13/5 1061 2.22 _0081 181 1041 2,62
2
22/4 1.71 o.81 1,41
25/4 3.43 0.24 0.71 0.46 0.81
29/4 1021 1.41 1.41 11.90
5/5 0087 0.22 Q.28 M5 0.68 1.09
7/5 4.10 1.11 0.60 o.6o 0.81 0.91
9/5 1.21 000 0.40 0.30 0,31 0081
13/5 1.62 1.31 0.11 0.91 2,12 2,42
3
22/4 0.0 3.62 2.84
29/4 0.76 0.91 0.71 0,41 o.66 1.01
7/5
9/5'
0.31
1.11
0.45,
1,11
2.22
1,11
0,40
1.41
1.41
0,19
0.40
13/5 0,20 0,44 o.40 0.40 0.30 1.46
4
22/4 0.39 0024
29/4 1.11 1.01 0076 0.91 0.66
7/5 1,10 1.26 1.00 0081 0.66 0.55
13/5 0.30 1.21 0.55 1.01 0,56 1,16
TABLE
Total Suapeaded (mg/1)
OUTFALL SiATIONS
0
1 Date Surface Bottom' .'Surfaoe. Bottom Surface Bottom
19
18/4 1.25: 1.00 1.05 0.96
22/4
25/4
0.68,
0.52 0.26
0,40
0.45
c?.62
' 4.75
7/5 0.73 1.10
13/5 0.31 0.68 0.36 0.84 0.64 0.52
2
22/4 0.69 0.68 o.63
25/4 0.15 0049 0,005 0.73 o.45
29/4 1.395 1.105 0.96 1.25 1.32
0.82 0.-70 0.89 0..80 0.58
12/5 0.33 0.46 0.29 0.42 0.34 0.37
3
22/4 0.61 0,48 0.58
29/4 1.23 1.08 1.22 1.38 1.17 1.24
7/5 0.86 0.76 0.72 0.74 0.69 0.66
13/9 0.45 0.35 0.29 0.22 0.37 0.31
4
22,1i 0.77
29/4 1.16- 1.20 1.18
7/5 0.58 0.66 0.82 0,98
13/5 0.25 0.30 0.27 0.27 ' 0.35 0.34
TABLE 8
Nitrate - Nitrogen (mg/1)
OUWALL STRTIONS
A
1 Date Surface Bottom Surface Bottom Surface Bottom
20
18/4 4.7 ' 7.84 1.57 784
22/4 4.74 1.58 70,20
25/4 5.08 5.08 1.69 7,57
54(5 6.14 10.23 2.05 9,33 5.12
7/5 4.58 1.74
9/5 4.77 8.28 4039 7,26 3.98 4.23
13/5 4.59 7.54 1.996 7.13 3.96 5.16
2
22/4 29.20 8.31 6.79
25/4 31.82 8.93 7.29 5.08 3.39
29/4 29.59 3.36 5.12 6.72
5/5 37.78 4004 6.55 8.39 6014 4.09
7/5 29.23 31.28 4.74 6,79 4,74 3.32
9/5' 27.47 3!65 6.37 5.57 5.57
3
13/5" 29.30 30.51 4.75, 6.75 4.75 3.55
22/4 7.89 5.3+ 2084
25/4 7.68 8.41 5.28 3.04 5.12 6.24
7/5 74'9 84063 5.47 2.84 5.06 6.32
9/5 7.96 8.69 5.41 3.02 5.41
13/5 7.76 8,71 5.32 3.01 5016 6.34
22/4 6.73 5.15
29/4 6.81 7.29 6.40 8,00 7.61
7/5 6.48 6.95 6.48 700 7.58 7.9
13/5 6.65 7.0? 6.34 7.92 7.76 7.92
TAL E 9
Nitrite - Nitrogen (mg/1)
=FALL STATIONS
-4:
Date SurfAce Bottom
18/4 0.34 6.02
22/4 0039
25/4 0.44 0.40
5/5 0.40 ,040
7/5 .0.40
9/5 0.41 0.42
13/5 0.45 0.45
a
22/4 1.32
23/4 1.57
29/4 1.42 1.46
5/5 1.36 i.46
7/5 1.36 1.46
9/5 1.19 1.27
13/5 1.37 iO42
3
22/4 0.52
29/4 0.52 0.65
7/5 0.52 0.62
9/5 0.51 0.58
13/5 0.58 0464
4
22/4 0.24 0.11
29/4 0.25 0,45
7/5 0.21 0,12
13/5 0.25 0,195
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Suffice Bottom
0,30 0.02
.4102 0,39
0.35 0e48
Surface Bottom
0.31 0.40 0012
0.29
0032 0.42 0.13 0,2)
005 0.45 0,18 0.33
0.81 0.26
0.97 0.33 0.04 0.46
0.84 o,88
0.85 o.88 0.04 0.4b
0.81 0.90 0,03 0.40
0.85 0.89 0.08 0.23
0,91 0.93 0.14 0,45
0.16 002
0.15 0.20 \D50 MO
0.13
.
.6.21
,
_.,
,,O.21 0.29
0.13 0.23 ,01,23
,
0.21 0.25 0.25 005
0.46 0.56 0.40
0.48 0.54 0.40 0.40
0.55 0.595 0.44 0.45
TABLE 10
nia «' (mg/1)
OUITALL STATIONS
22
1 Date
A
SUrface Botidm
B
Surface Bottom Surface Bottom
5/5 0.48 0,96 0.29 1.34
7/5 1.64 0.98
9/5 0.00 0007 040 0,00 0.00 0.00
13/5 1.20 1.04 0.80 0.88 0080 1.36
2
29/4 17.61 1.91 3,45 1.72 1034
5/5 0.86' 0.96 0.57 1.15 1044 1.44
7/5 0.98 0.82 0.98 0,57 0.82 0.00
9/5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0000 0,00
13/5 10.80 1,20 0.080 1.44 1.20 1.00
3
29/4 7.37 1.33 1.91 4.39 3.06 2.20
1/5 0.82 0.74 0.57 0.57 1.23 2.05
-9/5 0,07 10000 0.03 0.14 0,42
-q3/5 0.96 9.80 )0.72 0.40 0,40 0.40
4
29/4 1.63 2.29
7/5 0.82 0.41 0.74 0.49 1080 0.41
13/5 1.20., 0,72 1.12 0.40 0.80 0.32
TABLE 11
Phosphate.- Pho8p4orue (ug-4/1)
OUTFALL
I
3
Date
18/4
22/4
25/4
5/5
7/5
9/5
13/5
a2/4
25/4
29/4
5/5
9/5
13/5
22/4
29/4
7/5
9/5
13/5
22/4
29/4
7/5
13/5
A
Surfade -Bottom
00041 0.041
0.041.
0.16 0.4
0.157 0,157
0.035
0.79 04'79
1.54 0.98
0.00
0.12
0,697 0.375
0.078 0.157
0.035 0,105
0075 0099
1,85 1.29
0,082
0.857 0.00
0.07 0.14
0.75 0079
0.62 0.82
0.204 0.367
0.295 0.027
0.07 0,035
0,72 0.67
STATIONS
Surface
0.204
0.082
0.28
0.00
0.035
005V
o.o8a
0404
0.161
0.667
0.035
0,99
1008
0.123
0.214
0.035
0,79
0.93
0.107
0007
o.88
Bottom
0.00
0.326
0.08
0.434
095
0,93
o.45
0.04
0.134
0.00
0.035
0479
1,24
0.163
0.214
0,035
0.83
1.13
0000
0.07
0.62
Surface
0.118
0.83
0.62
0.00
0.027
0.157
0,035
0099
1.29
0.214
0000
0.79
040
0,214
0.07
0.31
Bottom
0.79
1,13
0.04
0.039
0.105
0.79
1,34
0.186
0.035
0.34
o.114
0.62
outfalls the,concentrations were higher in the bottom layers than
at the surface. The same trend was observed in-the distribution
of nitrite -7 nitrogen at the outt:alls.
The concentration of the ammonia - nitrogen in the surface
layers of Outfall 2? 3 and 4 stations was greater than in the
bottom layers. At Outfall 1 stations the reverse trend was observed.
At outfall 1 & 2 stations the highest values were obtained during
low water conditions and the lowest values during the change from
low water to high water conditions. At Outfall 3&Lf stations the
lowest values were obtained during the change from'low water to
high water conditions and the highect values under predominantly low
water conditions.
The phosphate' - phosphorus concentration was high at Outfall 3
station6 than at the other stations and appeared to decrease with
depth. At the other outfall stations the pattern of distribution
was not clearly defined.
The heavy metals appear to be absorbed and concentrated in
the bottom muds.
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Atomic Absorption Analyses for Heavy Metals
Table la
A Water samples (concentration in p
,OUTFALL
Stations Cu Pb Zn Cr Ni
113 0.09 200 0414 2.0 6o0
1C 0.05 206 2.15 2,0 6e0
2A 0912 193 0921 3,8 690
2B 0905 297 ook 2.0 5,0
2C 0911 197 0929 295 690
314 0.09 1,3 004 2,0 700
3B 0.12 2.1 0.1k 2.5 6.0
411 0005 1,2 0,50 2.5 7.0
413 0.05 2.7 0.14 2,0 5.0
4C 0.05 2,7 004 2.5 6e0
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TABLE 13
BQ Mud ((ouoentration4 iu ppm)
(=FALL
Stations Cu Pb Zn Cr Ni
IB 5 17 28 122 73
10 5 18 3q 62 43
2A 9 17 34 63 43
26 8 18 38 65 69
2C 8 17 61 64 47
34 20 .33 25 63 76
35 6 32 17 125 60
4A 15 67 46 312 i25
411 6 33 i8 125 60
LIC 3 58 39 125 43
6. A SUGGESTED PATTERN ar 1AT4k BODIES WITHIN THE SIDRA LEONE RIVER
ESTUARY FROM A STUDY OF TEMPLTATURE/SALINITY PROFILES ALONG OUTFALLS
UNDER INVESTIGATION&
Layering resulting from the intrusion of oceanic water into the
Estuary during ebb tide in the dry season, produces a complex pattern
of water bodies which could be easily discerned from their colour&
Distinct lines which are glossy or smooth and shiny when viewed from
above iadicate the areas where these bodies of water meet& These
lines are not only marked by debris, detritus, empty tia cans, piassava
and used plastics but also by large quantities of untreated sewage& The
lines tend to run parallel to the estuarine shore along the long-axis
of the estuary& During recent investigations, results of which are shoWn
in Figs 3 and 4, it was apparent that at.least three types of water
could be present in the estuary at low tide (Fig05)& These diagrams
also throw some light on a possible movement of water in the Estuary&
The three types of water which conld be present in the Estuary at low
tide are:..
Bay water, Which is found in the bays along the Southern
shores of the Estuary&
Estuary water which extends from the bays to about 250m
off the mainland and
s(iii) Oceanic water which extends from midstream to the Bullom
shore&
(1) Bay water - This water which is either brown or yellow in
colour appears to be of the poorest quality, being heavily polluted
with organ materials - refuse, gabbage, sewage and oil which are being
dumped into streams that empty into the bays by the local Freetown
population and the Sierra Leone Oil Refinery sited at Kissy& Three
species of fouling organisms ostrea tulipa_ (oyster), Balauus
amphitrite and Cthamalus stellatus (barnaeles) characterize this body
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Fig. 3. Temperature/Salinity profiles at three
stations (A 10m, B 50m, C 14111 Offshore)
at each outfall along the northern shores of
the Sierra Leone Peninsala on the 7th of May 1980.
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of water* These species are known to settle on piers and steel pipes
and in the /atter case blooking the sea water intake pipes in the
Cooling systems of the electricity generators of the Sierra Leone
Electricity Corporation at Kingtom% In the dry seasont this body
Of water appeara to be more or less permanently looked up in the bays
With little or no mixing with the estuary water% These bay waters
apparently move upstream when the tide at midstream in the Estuary
is running out (ebbing)* The water is highly miXed probably due to
wave act ion along the shore (Figs 3 and Ofit The area occUpied by this
body of water extend7 about 5 to 10m outside the mouth of the bays and
only about 10m offshore at the headladdiei The depth of this body of
water rangeb frem OM at the shore to aboUt 10m offshoree
The eAtuary water, which is usually green or light brown in
colcit liee between the bay waters and the More or lesa oceanic water
A the middle ok the Bstuary. It in sepatated from the estliary water
by a distindt frohtiAlihe (which is termed here as the Bay Water
DiscontinuitY) and i.roM th4 oceanic water oftsboke by the Estuarine
promi4ilasi, This boriy Of water appeaiq$ tO be mostly stratified
dUring city season (Figs 3 and 4) although the depth at whieh the
thermooline lies does iot ekoeed 5m. At mostt the thermocline is about
2m below the tai'faos. brganiò pollution is relatively low althoUgh it
increa5e6 in an upstread ditection. Decaying Pakts of plants form the
bulk of suspended matter in this body of water* The water is characterized
by typically estuarine species of zooplankton e.g. Temora turbinata and
Schmeokeriaaerricaustque
Oceanic water occupies the deep channel and the Middle Ground
areas. Patches of this water type could be seen floating within the
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Temperature/Salinity pro files at three
stations at each outfall along the northern
shores of the Sierra Leone Peninsula on the
13th of May 19800
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estuary water. Although the formation of these clean, clear,
blue/green patches of water in the Estuary is unknown neverthe-
less it is suggested that knowledge gained from studies on
their origin, growth, movements and decay, would throw light
on the dissipation of pollutants and the flushing rates of the
estuary water. The presence of oceanic water in the Estuary
be noted by the occurrence of Sagitta enflata which is a
zooplankton species common in the continental shelf of Sierra
Leone. The oceanic water invading the Estuary is not stratifie&
probably due to the high current velocities experienced within it.
31+
7. REVIEW'ARTICLES OF THE SIERRA LEONE RIVER ESTUARY
7.1 PLANKTON OF THE SIERRA LEONE RIVE ESTUARY
The Sierra Leone River Estuary is located in a geographical
region which experiences two clearly defined climatic seasons:- a
rainy season which atarts in April or May and continues to
October or November and a dry season from October/November to
April or May. Frequent line squalls in May and again in October
herald the beginning and end of the rainy season. Monthly
maximum rainfall occurs either in August or September. Sea water
temperature drops to a minimum during this season due to increased
cloud cover resulting from the invasion of the area by the South
West Monsoons or Equatorial Maritime airmass from the Atlantic in
the south and west. During this season numerous streams and rivers
which drain the northern part of the Freetown Peninsula and the
catchment area of the Sierra Leone River, discharge large volumes
of fresh water 4nd consequently decreasing the salinity of the
estuary water. Thus, the month of minimum salinity (August or
September) of the estuary water coincides with the month of
maximum rainfall in the area. The veloclty of the stream just
35
outside naeotow&then becomes much greate!4teeti in the dry season,
wometimearanning at a rate of 500 knot,a on the ebb. Turbidity is
greatly inereaaed due to iutense mixing, qf the estuary water by stong
'idndkanci,l;he introduction of debris and detritus reeulting from
increaSed run leff frbm the land. Zooplanton numbers decline likewise
due to the intense flushing of the estnary by freshwater (Leigh, 1973)v
""'"
the dilution effect'of whieh can be felt,elmoat 200 miles outside the
Bstuaryos mouth and bver the'Sierra Leone continental shelf (Watte, 1958).
Instability of the estuary water and reduced light intensity militate
Main4t glYtoPlAnkton production at thip time when in general nutrient
concentrationa separating different bodies of water, for example, haV,
waters and esytuary water, disappear due to the'intense mixing. In
general, the whole attuary apear s to be completely 'flushed and cleaned
phyaically during the rainy season.
Stabilit:v.returniiin November after,eqmplete mixing of the EstUary
water in OcVober br strong winds from line squaild which Mark the eAd
of the rainy spapone' fttrients stored in the bottom' MUds are then
brought into qirenlation(Bainbrid-, 1960). The-!stream velocity drops
as fresh water ti. decreasea. Thus, in the dry season the stream
on the floo4d,runalat about 1.0 to 1,5 knots at springs and from 2.0 to
2.5 knots on Waleph. At neaps the stream on the flobd runs at about
MIE a knot ALTO on thie-ebb at about 1.0 knot. Increase solar radiation
rev:sating from reduced cloud cover leada to the direct warming up of
the surface waters which coupled up with increasing stability leads to
stratification of the estuary water. Phytoplankton production increasee
as from December followed by an increase in the numbers of zooplankton
in January and Pebruary. Rapid uptake of nutrienta by the phytoplankton
reduces the nutrient concentration to only trace levels.
Reduoad flesh water discharge taellitates the intrusion ot
oceanic water iato the Estuary at the bottom (Nattasy 19,8)c Thia
eonditioa is more pronounced at aea pu than at springs* As a result
of this and extreme evaporation ot the sarface water ity gradUally
increasea reaching a maximum in May Or June* Th,i4rusien a cold
bottoni oceanio water into the Estuary and the prevailing Harmattan
wiaas (dust laded) depress water temperaturea at a.time when the
salinity is intermediate between the maximum and minitum for the yearo
(Leigh 1973) has shown that two of the Main factors affecting the
abano e and distribution of plankton in theEstuary are salinity and
temperature* Thusy lewer water temperatures aid optimuff,salinitiea
probably favour the high standing stock of plankton found, in the middle
reaches of therBstuary in the middle of the'dry season0.
As the'rdry Ty eaaecal Prugresaes e a water temperatures increase
reaching a second peak in either April or My u This coincides with
the retreatiof the Harmattan nerthwards* Plankton production declines
ae from February probably because of increased water temperatures and
salinity. The decrease continues gradually until May or June when
increased feesh water flow from the land flushes out the plankton in
the Estuary into the.sea*
From theforegoingy the pattern of plankton production i.e such
that from the end of the rainy seaeon to the middle of the dry season,
a high standing stock of plankton builds up in the region covering
the mouth and middle reaches of the Estuarye During thia period
(October to February)y the salinity and temperature of the water in
the two areaa suggest a penetration of sealwater into,the Estuary
as fresh water discharge decreases. The cladoperan, Pen ia avirostris;
the copepody Temera turbinat93 and numerous apeeiee of phytoplanktony
to fall as rainfall and run-off from the catchment area inCriaae.
Plankton production declines likewise. with a fdw .ucb.viduals of typical
estuarine species forming the bulk of the plankton.
702 THE BENTHIC TOMMUNITY (4r: THE Sib.,,RA LEONE RIVERLESTUARY
The role of the nature of the bottom deposits in determining the
distribution-of the benthic organisms is of great significance and has
in 2actIleen'sed by Jones (1950) as the basis of his Classification of
the.animal communities in the Atlantic boreal regione9 Based on a
similar biocoenosis classification Longaurst (1958) has identified
the folloWing assemblages of benthic orcp.nisms in the Sierra Leone
River Estuary:-
1) The 'Venus community - ocuurir. near te mouth of the
EstUary7 or in the deerohenn(17. as_far,up as No45,buoy
on Shollzt-dand and fine later',.;ip gravele
Tho Amphic9olus. sUbtommunity ,ocauring on muds9 ehe14.7
mud and sandy-muds in'the'mid- -7:11arine region.:
3) The Ve /Pmphio1ue trarxitior occurs only in the Estuary
where tb.e two commv.tnities interpade in the lower seotions
37
ZfIN
Cosenodiscus, Rhizosolenia ThalassiOthrix, Tricodesmuim
-
and Thalassiosirá become very abundant. From March to Juno l the Estuary
water becomes more saline, and with a. slightly higher temperature9 there
follows a sub sequent drop in planktenproduction. However9 slightly
higher numbers of plankton are maintained by addition from-Members of the
benthic community by turbulence caused by squalls at the beginning of
the rainy season. With the advent of the rainy sea n9 z= inity begins
of It -1?wairtee -pregolet4 wag:44i x0Wqb"
Tam Island, the upper limit of itm occurrince
4) The glaymelania community n occuring on delektits of
coarse sand in the upper efouarine regione
The'Eatuarine gravel Community +.)-00cur1.hg Olirrattrrit5,0
Aravel in the deep Channel of the Sierra-bedfid-Were.
The Venta COmmunity contains a predaminadee of Dittifereng;
wr.autoft=cm
neWerteans; small crustaueans; pagurid, procellanid and brachyuran crabs;
gastropods; suapenaion feeding lamellibranchs; aateftids; echinoidd and
ascidiause Similarly, the _p2p_Amhill.s2g, sub-comOunity has few spediea of
all theae groups, and a dominance of gephyreans, thaladanid dtuataceans,
polychaetes, deposit feeding lamellibranchs and ophiuroidse The
composition of the /_»t_zg._p_.o3.Ve.aueAn.ua transition ia in some groups inter,-
medite between the two main communities, while in others it naa
characteriatica of its own.
The pechymelan4a community replacee the Ambhioplus community at
tbe 'upper reaehea of the 4atuary and the subaidiary creakee "lh thie
cammunity the filterudeeding gaatropod Pachymelania =Mire the most
dominente, It _contains the bulk of the truly estuarine sPeciese The
membergare found on rande and muddy sands which are¡common hAgh up the
creekse
TheXatuarine gravel community, occurs on the patchei* lateritic
graYpol,that are found in the Sierra Leone River where the bottom currents
are most intensee The faur% here ie specialised, consiatinit.mestly of
sedentary, epifaunal orga0-emae The characteristic species area-
Angj Actinian sp, 7he1epua ape Balanus .2g .16tElIsp AnisimIELoal
venatulum and Area imbricrta,
La 'the Sierra Leone River Eatuary there appeare to be-little
communitY which'repleces it at 'the heade of estuaries and creeks.
The uuPer,limit oZ,t4e aphicpine sub-community les in the region
of the Bunce Island in the main estuarine axis. Above the island
the muddy sand,deposits are very sparee/y populated and the muddy
depos4s.ia4bit a, fauna clearly related co the community°
.2he eeaward limit of the sub-community corresponds to the boundary
between the relatively soft eatuarine deposits and the hard shellSr.
sand grouped around the mouth of the Estuary.
The assemblages that may be affected by the discharge of untreated
sewage into the Estuary are therefore the Venus and the apliaata
communities and the Ven_l_isLkEil.......L11_,..olus transition. The Characteristic
species of these communities are listed below,
yenus community
Branchiostoma leonense; Aloidis sulcate Astropecten spt
Turris'Cazbonerea Luidia alternate, Modiolus stultorumt Astrangie opt
Oliva accuminateh Rotula orbidulus0
Amphioaus cobraunitg
Upogebia furcate; Callianessa belssi, Alpheus pitintederiee, Acrocnida
semisquamete, Amphioplue.congensisl Clymene mohtlki Pectineria soUgeif
Peuille africana, Marginella, emYgdala, Natica marochiensio, Gerebthis
Iphigenia laeYigate, Cultellus tennis, Clibinarius cookie The elms
11611110014..
Tellina,fngulatusi Talona explanata, MacOma oumanat Arca senilis and
Tellina nymphalis are abundant in the intertidal areas.
overlap between the fimakallas sub-community and the Pech 41 lamia
There are no spoodes characteristics of thes_
the assemblaga6 in the Estuary consist mainly of a-
community with the additicn of jF:J7.ated individuals , the Venus
opmmunity, The membors from the Ve7,15 community are:- Has
M.+1C
tritoniformisj Olivia sr), Pu ella nifat9 Luida elts
. .
michaelsenl, pò41,-Ip orbiculue ar P.--(-0-4ofona leonense- B
veam cazaz===e--,---7.3mszaw
- ,
UP' bia 67'6-tlecur in theiz- greatest densities th
-
and toploylua sub -oommnity respectively, The PaCh
main axis of the Eftut.,7 on E7andy-
,
...4.-Ikrti'mud.dy-sand.s;'th only
Eventually the rapidly-growing juveniles migrate from the s
deeper waters of the estuary before returning to the sea.
_-_Irgeat however
seen
V Felaus
1.3gMailnitY
lows into
4'3 s/Am- hicr lus trary5:-;16.`,02.
members are P anrita, iiea :trunoa.tal Aloidis tri.-Ponag, Neritina
labrata Nerittea owen-J. -a,
COMERCIALLYiLIET.CRTAT. TOUND IN TE E SIZIIRA LEONE R EST
Shrimps roprescmt a principal fishery resource aLaerra'leone
waters. The chrImp ine::.stry of Sierra Leone is based.= four,::snedies
of the family Penaeidae namely
- 1Denaer..s duoraruM-notialis (tb4-pitlk
shrimp); Penaens kerr4hu7vss tiger shrimp), l'aranenapopsis,.:
6alantica and 'Pa=nacu2,iongiroetris
Of these9 only P, 6.7,orarum rotlalis, P atlantiCa.t.nd Po kerathuruiS
are found in the Sierra Leone Rive- Stu-ary. They DOCUr -tfiast3.y in the
Po atlantica peliet;x
-116 into thP
Spawnirg oc(par--ehorel and, -1,,Ii's,larvae and postl.:', ae are
49rmallY planktonio iiirófferlore waterskin reac g a certain, size,
they enter the estuare nrsery grqund'S lAere they become benthict
congregatirg in waters gencally less than lm deep' (i.e. the shallows).
Penaeid larvae subsist on yolk grantiles until the protozoea I
staget when feeding commences (Linder and Cookt 1970 Cook and Linder9
1970) (Cost Ilo ,kd allenu 1970)0 Linde and Cook (1970) consider
shrimp to be selective and partioulate feedere. Their observationa
reveal that shrimp select food items after searchinethrough sand
grane with their pereiopods 1illiarna (1955), however,' suggeate that-
any avai3.able organie,que.terial may be ingested. Although shrimp ,are
able to ingest a wide variety of potential food items. Itu-ch ar'thi)
actual material digested is believed to consist of soft parts, -betatfse
large, hard fr '
pyloric stomach (Williams, 1955).
Literatureleited:'
Cook, and 11.4.1. Linder 1970 - Synopsis of bicatogical data on
the brown shrimpPenaeus atecus
azteoust Ives, 189I---1110 Fish Rep.
57----1471 1497.
Costellot T.J. and D.M. ale% 1970 Synopsis of,,hiologie4-dati"
the pink shrimp Pen,.....Ltt rarum
duorarum, FAO PIA Rep. 5 1
1537*
Williamst A.B. 1955
ente cannot peuv through the straining apparatus of the
cont-ribution to t, historius
of commercial -iiiiii(PeaciaEi6)
inNorth Carolina, .Bul. Mar.. Sci.-1,
Gulf Caribb, 5 117-146,
OYSTERS
:the creeks .and bays of the Estuary are bordered 'by-Mangrove trees
on the roots of m.140 .oecur the Mangrove. oysters - Crassostrea
The,:4,vsters-are,<active during larval life _(10 12 days) and become
eile whencthey:..settle on the ;vats of Mang.roves and other solid
'ob jects for the rest, of their life. Oysters are filter-feeder and the
4,g
discharGe c ewage has a threefold erXect on themu
Xt covers the bottom with uneludge which smothers the oyster bed; affects
the hCPmal fwaotign ef,:tollUScie by reducing the oxyge* content of the
water; and at the same time greatly increaSee the bacterial content of
the water.
Oysters, in common, with other 11 terefiltering molluscs, retain
and accumulate the buoterie in theilv bodiesv
=NE RIVER ESTUARY FISHERIES
The fishery reeources ef Sierra Leone are of two kinds - pelagic
and demereal, The pelagic fiah speoies live in the surface waters and
feed on other fish or plankton, whereas the demersale feed largely on
the..benthos living on the bottom,
Pela4c_fisherx
The main pelagic fishes of commercial iMpertance in the Sierra Leone
1RiVer4stuary ate members of the ClUpeid family, namely 0, Ethmalosa
jimbriata, dardihella eba, dardinellaggita atvialate attkoya4 Not
much work has been done on the biology and ecology of the latter.
lA The major fishing ground fi' E, fimbriata is the Estuary where
the fish ia called by varioua nammaccording to the size (Watts, 1963).
They are awefu, kozat. and 12221.1i., or coal tam, and they refer to the
immature, mature and extra large fiah respectively, Salzen (1958) has
shown that the modal lengtha for ayea, bulaandlisli caught in the
Estuary are awetu about 120 to 150 mm, !mu about 21:30 mm and beal
acout AW to 590 These size classes probably rete r to let, 2nd and
3rd year classes. Watt e (1963) observed that kozaz formed the bulk of
the catch within VW Estuary and Issii in the open sea; the average
modal length from the Estuary being 270 mm and outside the Estuaxy
7.3 THE SI .11t"
about $10 to 350
70 to 1
en (1958). Postel (1950) and W
i4The food of the 33 to 69 sizz range comprised or zooplankton
(mainly copepods) and the large centric diatoms, Bidulh and
9.9pethedteiia. That of the 7.0 to size group was fouad to be
tts (1963) have shown that the
804 iooplenktoa, with the copepod Acartia sp dominating the stomach
a fiwhery in Weet Atrioa ie to a large extent seasonalw the fila
entering the estuarine areau during the dry season and dippearing uith
the onset of the rain 'The Ile e. is euryhaling (tolerant of salinitiee
ing fro 11 to 42%) and is thus abl to enter eatuarine areas of
low salinity0 The tagg*se experiments of LoneAht,et (1960) euggeet that
a considerabi exchange 9f individual or als takes place between
the Estuary and offshore bake as far nerth as the border with Guinea.
Since 3ainbridge-(1961) did not find eggs or larvae of Ethmalo- in
the Eletuary he felt that no appreciable spawning takes place in it.
He Bested that apawning takes place in the vicinity of the shallow
effehore basika and that after metamorphoois the young migrate inshore.
Bainbridge (195?) found that adUlt ilh4212... are relatively non-
erillectiv4 feeders and that thoae caught within the Estuary during the
dry beacon are feeding intensively on phytoplankten, thua iacreasing
their fat eontent (Wattily 1957). Bainbridge (1960) however felt that
the aggregation of Ethmalosa in the Sierra Leone River during the dry
season is probably related to the very high standing orop of diatoms
present at that time of the years
A more detailed study of the feeding habits of Ethmslwa in the
Lagoa Laapou. Nigeria has been done by Pardo, II, al.. (1971). They
identified three aize groups according to their food namely - 35 to 69mm,
ti and 170 + mm.
tom ents. In the 170mm and ebove ize grou
d identified organic matter appeared in
1. ge centric diatoms, Coscinodiscus and Bid'
The 17
the Estu
-tt.
%.:of the
d above size group has a slightly,differe4 diet from
che pc_ or the bierra Leone Elver Pistuary,asthe penc giatoms:
formed te major part of their food. It does appear thPt,With increase
in size more phutoplankton is taken as food by Rh
2. There are two main species of Sardinell in the costal; and
inshore waters of Sierra Leone. They are S. ern; a and. S. eba. eba,
,
liki the bonga isi euryhaline and aurita is stenohaline with a
salinity tolerance of only 1%.
S Anrita i6 an offshore species which seema,to be restricted to
a zone twehty miles from the coast (Longhurst, 1963).
S. eba 18 most abundant in the shallow coastal waters. ,Info (1.:tion
received from the Fisheries Division, MiniStry df Natlwal Rge6tirdOs
indicate that this fish spawns in October outside the EstüszTo e
spent fish migrate to the Estuary where they develop_to_a. aize of 18
during the dry season. The migration of $pent S. eba out of local
coastal waters was evident from their absence in commercial landing
s,ples and samples taken at sea by t1-.e Sardinella Project vessel
during-tfie Plbi Pelagic Fisheries Survey in _1970. Juvenile fish measuring
50 to 110mm are uSually abundant and distributedsthroughout the Estuary
from October to April. It appears that during the rains the fish
migrates out of the Estunry and offshore since few juveniles:were found
in inshore areas during the rains.
The -di-et of S. eba is composed mainly of zoopl. tqAAppplpp4a).
The larvae and juveniles of the tunas have.b,een.eneq _tqre444.
stomach contents, the zooplankton, 228.
sandrgrOP43,
unidentified organic matter1,56.676.
Dem?
The biology of the demersal spedies has been studied by a number
of -,rkers including Fager and Longhurst (1968)4 Longhurst (19579 19629
1965 and 1966),.,4d Watts (1959). Like the pelagict the estuarine fauna
is very similar in c position to the ichthyofauna of the coastal waters
of Sierra Leones TWO kinds of fauna have been described with respect to
the thermooline by Longhurst (1962; 1966) the Sciaenid fauna and the
Sparid faunas This thermocline is absent in the Estuary consequently
adult Sparids are absents The fauna is essentially mixeds
The following are the important demersal species within the
Estuary:
F ly
Sciaenidae
Polynemidae
Drepanidae
Pomadasydae.
Cynoglossidae
. .Aridae (Catfish)
PseVotolithus elongatust P. ,seneisalensis
Galepides deeadadtYlVA
Pentanemous quinaruis
Eglyda:styll.taquadrifilis
,africana
Logádájsyst
Pordadasys keroteli
oglossu .9.2mealenais
areensis
Arius faiLbs-i.d.s.
Arius heudoloti
SqUalidae Sco1iodon sp
46
Pr' 'idas Pristio sp
Dasyatidae DagvaAIESEMEM
Iery litt4e es 'mown about the biology of the demersal species as
a group within the Estuary with the exception of a few9 such as
Pseuoto'4thvs elogtna Iatts (1959) reported on some marking
e=perimente on the more common demersal species in the inerra L404,e
River Petuarye Re found that there was little interchange of the
estuarine fish stocks with the stocks on the open shelf*
(enerally Sciaenids prefer shallow waters where temperature
-Averages are about 27°0* The distribution of the species is aleo
related to both the bottom characteristic and salinitye
These species like most tropical species are shortebliVed with at
average of between 3 - 5 years. Some of the species are perhaps better
suited to eStuarine life thaa the °Pen sea and grow larger*, These
include the-Mole (ansu1l1221.1 senegalensis, Co gorenais) and the catfishes
(Arius 806' -The above named species are strongly euryhalinee The
Drepanidae and Polynemidae show limited tolerance to ohanges in salinity
and prefer mediumemud sandy conditions.
Among the Sciaenidaev P elongatus. penetrates deeply into the upper
reaches of the Estuary off the grounds at Rogbaray aud Potko. The
stingrary, Dt.ttis margarita are very common. Within the Estuary most
of the demersal species breed during the dry season (SeptembereApril)0
Longhurst (19571 1960) has studied the food and feeding habits
of demersal fishes in the Sierra Leone River Estuary. He identified
three type: of feeding habits namely;-
(1) Those that feed on fish (Ichthyophages)e
(ii) Those that feed on the active epifauna and fish and
this list could be added Sphyraena sp. The mino*
Nereid SD
MOLLUSCA
Surcula coerula
Tellina sp
Donax oweni
91.7217'eris sP
ECHINODFPMATA
O hiuro idea sp
Holothurian sp
LAmma africama
kanisla BP
Callinectes sp
-(ii1) JThose that feed on sedentary epifauna infauna* The
three types closely fit the classification system proposed by Lagler et
al. (1977) as Predators, Grazers and Suckers. The mi predatory species
listed by Longhurst are Pristis and Psey.dotolithusser2 lAnsise To
Ma=ffisztamm
ecies taken
by these Predators are Penaeids, Brachyural Sto atOPOda, PolyChaeta
d Cephalopoda, The maljor grazers are AjAticiae.,:Lut anus ap
__-_-_-
Pseudotolithus 2tus, Pseudoto)AthUsenegalei d Pol dact lus
puadrifilis, The prey species are Penaelds, Bach'. f:MYSids, and
Cumacea, Stomatopoda, Polychaeta Amphipoda, Gastropoda, Lamellibrachia,
Cephalopods, Ophuiroidae and Fish, The Polychaeta Mollusca and
CrustaOPA,are most important. The most itpOrtant PTW species are given
ikANtrTable I below*
TABLE I MAJOR FOOD 271JT,SMS OF GRAZERS
POLYCHAETA CRUSTACEA
gymene, monolis Ealapa aftioanus
Pectinaria soure,l. 4e
n°c.21.41*°11,1
Goniada multidentata d'aT1aas6a balsii
Mojcx Puckerar'i'PlauLt4tagElitri.2.110 1/42221.1..afIlcauat, U*1"idea
OU5UW reus rrew melen..91,..terueo, aud Poluadasu
ubelirtiv The maJcr prey opecies are listed in Table XL,
ir,MOrt FOUBL.IANI aLti...2145CUP
D" t
POLY0HADTA
WAWA mo4ilie
Peotinarie -.urei
cera convolute&INUIPM=.144,
Terebellid sp
iumbrinecis impatiens
iPE1
CRUsE4DEA
Scalia africana
Lat tutus w,,:vaielLa
Paz.:50.1...gmae atlantica
Polyouyx
aeAaga-BM ?SAL
lágLaederig,
Elratam, 1ouptigcm,4
inIFIALVa' a
Longhuret (19579 1960) pointed out that there were a high percentage
or empty Stomachs during the rainy seamen and that in general the
icthrophagous fiahes tend to have a higher proportion ot eii.ty stomach&
A1,2. there was a general tendency for smaller...sized fishes of the same
species: to have proportions of empty stomach& This latter observation
may well be due to regurgitationt.
Oenerally tbo suckers are able to take a wider variety of foods
and the harder speciee auch as Mollusc.% and Echincdermatay
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